Introduction
The discovery of the Standard Model (SM) Higgs boson [1, 2] performed by the ATLAS and CMS collaborations [3, 4] has been an important success of the LHC run-1. The measurements of the couplings of the Higgs boson with the other fundamental SM particles may reveal the presence of new physics beyond the SM (BSM). This document presents the combination of the ATLAS and CMS measurements of the Higgs boson production and decay rates and of the Higgs boson coupling with vector bosons and fermions, using approximately 5 fb −1 and 20 fb −1 collected by each experiment of proton-proton collisions at the center-of-mass energy of, respectively, √ s = 7 TeV and √ s = 8 TeV. A more detailed description of this measurement is reported in [5] .
Assumptions
All measurements presented in this document have been obtained using a few assumptions:
• the Higgs mass is 125.09 ± 0.21(stat.) ± 0.11(syst.) GeV [6] ;
• the kinematic of the Higgs boson signal is close to the SM prediction (only normalizations are allowed to change);
• Higgs production and decay processes factorize (narrow-width approximation).
Higgs boson Production channels
The leading SM Higgs boson production processes are:
• gluon-gluon fusion (ggF);
• vector-boson fusion (VBF);
• associated production with a vector boson (VH):
-associated production with a W boson (WH);
-associated production with a Z boson (ZH);
• associated production with a top quark pair (ttH).
The leading-order Feynman diagram of each process is shown in Fig. 1 . Additional production channels have been also taken into account since their cross sections can increase largely in case of anomalous Higgs couplings:
• associated production with a single top quark (tH);
• associated production with a bottom quark pair (bbH).
The cross section of each Higgs production channel and the level of approximation used to evaluate it is shown in Table 1 . 
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Higgs boson decay channels
The Higgs boson can decay to massive particles at tree level, as shown in Fig. 2 , and to massless particles through loops, as shown in the example of Fig. 3 (H → γγ) . Table 2 shows the branching ratio of the SM Higgs boson decay channels for m H = 125.09 GeV. The direct searches for H → gg, cc, Zg are not included in this combination, but their contributions to the total Higgs width are taken into account.
2. Cross sections and branching ratios fit 2.1 Cross sections times branching ratios fit (23 parameters)
The most generic fit is the measurement of the Higgs boson cross section times branching ratio for each combination of production and decay channel. The measurements are normalized to the SM expectation. Only the five main production (ggF, VBF, W H, ZH, ttH) and decay (H → γγ, ZZ,WW, ττ, bb) channels have been taken into account. The H → bb produced through the VBF and ggF are not included in the fit because the sensitivities of these channels are suppressed by a huge QCD background. The 23 parameters used in the fit are listed in Table 3 . Figure 4 shows the best-fitted values obtained combining the ATLAS and CMS results, normalized to the SM expectation. The largest part of the fitted parameters are in within one standard deviation from the SM prediction, the only exceptions are: [7] . The tH cross-section has been taken from [8] . PoS(LHCP2016)010
Cross sections and branching ratios fit (9 parameters)
Assuming the existence of only one Higgs boson, the fitted parameter can be factorized in terms of σ i (cross section) and B f (branching ratio). In order to cancel out the theoretical uncertainty on the total Higgs cross section, the parameters have been measured with respect to a reference channel (gg → H → ZZ):
Using this parameterization, the number of free parameters is reduced to nine: one for gg → H → ZZ, four for the production channel ratios, and four for the decay channel ratios. Figure 5 shows the nine fitted parameters normalized to the SM. All parameters are compatible with the SM predictions within two standard deviations, with the exception of:
As Figure 6 shows, the likelihood scan of the B BB /B ZZ parameter is asymmetric and its compatibility with the SM is of 2.5 standard deviations. Figure 7 shows that the B bb /B ZZ deficit is anti-correlated with the σ ZH /σ ggF and σ ttH /σ ggF excesses. The global p-value compatibility between data and SM expectation is 15%.
Higgs couplings fit
The σ i and B f can be resolved in terms of Higgs boson coupling modifiers κ i [9] . The parameter B(WW ), for instance, depends only on k 2 W . [7] .
Decay mode Branching fraction [%]
0.022 ± 0.001 Table 3 : The signal parametrization used to express the σ i · B f values for each specific channel i → H → f . The values labelled with a "−" are not measured and are therefore fixed to the SM predictions [5] .
Production process Decay channel . The H → bb produced by ggFand VBF are excluded from the fit because of the large QCD background. The uncertainty on the fitted values for H → ZZ produced by V H and ttH is very large and so they are not included in the plot [5] .
The resolution of σ i and Γ f in terms of the coupling modifiers κ i is shown in Table 4 . It specifies also if loops and interference effects are taken into account for each parameter. The effective coupling modifiers κ γ and κ g reported in the table are used to search new Physics in the loops of the Higgs-γ and Higgs-gluon interactions, as shown in Fig. 8 .
The interference effects are important to determine the relative sign between two couplings. The main interference effects taken into account are the following: (Fig. 9) ;
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Parameter value norm. to SM prediction • σ (gg → ZH): t − Z interference (Fig. 10); • σ (tHq): t −W interference (Fig. 11); • σ (tHW ): t −W interference (Fig. 12); • B(H → γγ): t −W interference (Fig. 13) . 
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Higgs coupling fit
The fitted Higgs couplings modifiers, using the effective parameter κ g and κ γ , are shown in Fig. 14. The fit has been performed both allowing and not allowing BSM Higgs boson decays, defined as:
• decay to weakly interacting stable particles (e.g. dark matter);
• decay to channels that are not directly measured (e.g. H → cc);
• decay with unexpected topology (e.g. H → τ µ).
Indicating with B BSM the total branching ratio of these decay channels, the global Higgs width can be expressed as: The global p-value compatibility with SM of the fit with B BSM = 0 is 11%. All κ i are compatible with the SM within two standard deviations, except for:
The κ g and κ γ parameters are in agreement with the SM predictions within two standard deviations: The fit with B BSM = 0 has been constrained to |κ Z | < 1 and |κ W | < 1 and, as shown in Fig. 14, gives similar results to the previous fit. The 95% CL upper limit of B BSM has been found to be:
• B BSM < 0.34 (exp. 0.39); Figure 15 shows the likelihood scan of the B BSM parameter. This limit may be compared with complementary limits obtained from the direct searches of H → invisible:
• ATLAS result: B BSM < 0.25 (exp. 0.27) [10] ;
• CMS result: B BSM < 0.32 (exp. 0.26) [11] . 
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Fit of κ g and κ γ
As the effective coupling modifiers κ g and κ γ are good probes to search for new Physics, a dedicated fit has been performed to measure κ g and κ γ constraining all other parameters to the SM predictions. The fit results are compatible with SM and are shown in Fig. 16 . 
Higgs SM-like couplings
Resolving the cross sections and branching fractions with SM (see the last column of Table  4 ), the fit is still compatible with the SM predictions. The results are shown in Fig. 17 : all parameters have been found compatible with SM within two standard deviations and the global p-value compatibility data/SM is 74%.
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Figure 17: Fitted κ i values assuming no BSM decay [5] . The κ t parameter is assumed positive without loss of generality and the hatched area shows the non-allowed region. For those parameters with no sensitivity to the sign, only the absolute values are shown. Figure 18 shows the Higgs coupling fit as a function of the particle mass using:
Couplings vs mass
with v = 245 GeV. The plot has been fitted using a function with two degrees of freedom as suggested in [12] :
The results are in good agreement with the SM expectation: Figure 18: Higgs couplings, as defined in Eq. 3.4, vs particle mass [5] . The plot has been fitted with Eq.3.5 as suggested in [12] .
Vector boson vs fermions
The Higgs couplings have been fitted allowing different couplings in the Higgs production for fermions (k
. The likelihood scan of the two-parameter fit is shown in Fig. 19 , for each Higgs decay channel and the combination. Each measurement is compatible with the SM expectation within one standard deviation. In Figure 20 , the fit has been repeated using the constraints k 
Higgs coupling ratios
In Sec. 2.2, σ i and B f have been fitted with respect to the gg → H → ZZ process. Such results can be used to evaluate the ratios of the coupling modifiers with respect to κ g and κ Z , as defined in Table 5 . As example, σ (ttH)B(bb)/σ (ggF)B(ZZ) depends on λ tg and λ bZ as follows:
The result of the coupling modifier ratio fit is shown in Fig. 21 . All fitted values are compatible with the SM expectation within two standard deviations, except for:
• |λ bZ | = 0.58
These two parameters are anti-correlated, as shown in Fig. 22 . The global p-value compatibility of the fit with SM is 13%.
Probing the lepton/quark and up/down-type fermion symmetries
In order to probe the lepton/quark symmetry, we fit data using three free parameters: λ lq = κ lq , λ V q = κ V /κ q and κ= κ q · κ q /κ H . Similarly, it is possible to test the up/down-type fermion symmetries using:
The results of the two fits are shown in Fig. 23 . All results are compatible within the SM expectation within one standard deviation. 
Overall signal strength fit
A one-parameter fit has been performed constraining the branching ratios and cross sections to the SM, but using a global scale factor (signal strength). The fitted signal strength is the following: The signal strengths have been also fitted separating the production channels and the decay channels. The results of the two fits are shown in Fig. 24 . The p-value of compatibility of data to These fits can also be interpreted to measure the significance of each Higgs decay and production channel. The results are shown in Tab. 6. Combining ATLAS and CMS data, we observe the vector-boson fusion Higgs production and the H → ττ decay with more than five standard deviations each.
Production asymmetry
To probe possible deviations from SM between the boson and fermion mediated production process, signal strengths have been fitted using six parameters: one for µ V BF+V H /µ ggF+ttH and five for the branching ratio of the main production channels. The fitted value for the boson and fermion production asymmetry is µ V BF+V H /µ ggF+ttH = 1.09 
Conclusions
A combination of CMS and ATLAS measurements of the Higgs boson production and decay rates have been presented. The couplings to fermions and vector bosons have been measured in different models. No significant deviation from SM has been observed. The global signal strength has been measured 1.09 ± 0.11. Vector-boson fusion and H → ττ processes have been observed, respectively, with 5.5 and 5.4 standard deviations. Partial decay width Table 5 : Coupling modifier ratio parameterization using gg → H → ZZ channel as a reference [5] .
Coupling modifier ratio parameterisation Table 6 : Measured and expected significances for the observation of Higgs boson production processes and decay channels. Not included are the ggF production process and the H → ZZ, H → WW , and H → γγ decay channels, because they have already been clearly observed. All results have been obtained constraining the decay branching fractions to their SM values when considering the production processes, and constraining the production cross sections to their SM values when studying the decays [5] . 
